A more reliable and modern CU Identity Manager makes requesting and approving HCM, Finance, and CU Marketplace access easier.

CU upgraded to a new version of CU Identity Manager the weekend of Sept. 21. CU Identity Manager is used to request and grant access to the University of Colorado's HCM, Finance, and CU Marketplace Systems.

Upgrade timeline

- 6 p.m. Sept. 21: The old version of CU Identity Manager was retired.

How-to Guides

- Requesting access for yourself
- Requesting access for others
- Approving access (managers)

What’s new?

A new tile-based self-service console allows you to:

- View your profile
- See what you have access to
- Request access for yourself or others
- Track the status of your request
- (Managers) Take action on requests assigned to you for approval
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